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Abstract. The Transport Layer Security protocol (TLS) is the most
widely-used secure channel protocol on the Web. After 20 years of evo-
lution, TLS has grown to include five protocol versions, dozens of exten-
sions, and hundreds of ciphersuites. The success of TLS as an open stan-
dard is at least partially due its protocol agility : clients and servers can
implement different subsets of protocol features and still interoperate,
as long as they can negotiate a common version and ciphersuite. Hence,
software vendors can seamlessly deploy newer cryptographic mechanisms
while still supporting older algorithms for backwards compatibility.
An undesirable consequence of this agility is that obsolete and broken
ciphers can stay enabled in TLS clients and servers for years after cryp-
tographers have explicitly warned against their use. Practitioners con-
sider this relatively safe for two reasons. First, the TLS key exchange
protocol incorporates downgrade protection, so if a client and server
both support a strong ciphersuite, then they should never negotiate a
weaker ciphersuite even if it is enabled. Second, even if a connection uses
a cryptographic algorithm with known weaknesses, it is typically hard
to exploit the theoretical vulnerability to attack the protocol.
In this talk, we will see that both these assumptions are false. Leaving
legacy crypto unattended within TLS configurations has serious con-
sequences, as shown by a recent series of downgrade attacks including
Logjam [1] and SLOTH [3]. We will show how these attacks expose
protocol-level weaknesses in TLS that can be exploited with practical
cryptanalysis. We will propose a new notion of downgrade resilience for
key exchange protocols [2] and use this definition to evaluate the down-
grade protections mechanisms built into the upcoming TLS 1.3 protocol.
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